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1. INTRODUCTION 
A starter, S, in the cyclic group of order n = 2k + 1, i.e., in (Z,, + ), the 
group of integers modulo n, is a partition of the non-zero elements, 
Z,* = Z,\(O), into pairs S= {[xi, yi] 1 i= 1, 2, . . . . (n - 1)/2} such that 
Z,* = { *(xi - yi) 1 i = 1, 2, . . . . (n- 1)/2}. A strong starter in (Z,, +) has 
the addition property that for any two pairs, [xi, yi], [xi, yj] E S, 
i#j, 0 #xi+ yi#xj+ yj#O. Strong starters in abelian groups have been 
used extensively in the construction of a variety of combinatorial construc- 
tions (see [6]). However, the spectrum for their existence is not completely 
determined. In this article we are solely concerned with (strong) starters in 
the cyclic groups Z,, (briefly S(n)) and this assumption will generally 
remain unstated in further discussion. 
Every (strong) starter, S(n) induces a l-factorization of the complete 
graph on {co } LJ Z, by setting F, = ( [co, 0] } u S(n) and developing this 
l-factor cyclically, i.e., Fi = FO + i (see Rosa and Mendelsohn [9]). Two 
(strong) starters are said to be isomorphic if their induced 1-factorizations 
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For any unit a E Z,, in the ring of integers modulo n, the mapping 
m,: x -+ ax (mod n) is a permutation and is referred to as a multiplier. Two 
(strong) starters are said to be multiplier equivalent if there is a multiplier 
mapping one to the other. This mapping induces a multiplier isomorphism 
of the corresponding 1-factorizations (define m,( co ) = 00). It is not difficult 
to see that if two (strong) starters S(p), S’(p) for p a prime are isomorphic 
then their must be a multiplier isomorphism between them (see [4, 61). 
This follows from the more general observation that the multiplier equiva- 
lence class for a (strong) starter S(n) will coincide with its isomorphism 
class (among all (strong) starters in Z,) if and only if any two n-cyclic sub- 
groups in the automorphism group of S(n) are conjugate. If n = pk, for p 
a prime, and the p-sylow subgroups of the automorphism group of S(n) 
have order pk then this condition is clearly satisfied. 
In this paper we establish that if n =pq, p and q distinct primes, then 
there exist isomorphic (strong) starters S(pq) which are not multiplier 
equivalent. We also give constructions for isomorphic (strong) starters 
S(pk), for all primes p, p > 5, k > 2, which are not multiplier equivalent. 
As a consequence of our investigation, we can conclude that the non- 
multiplier equivalent strong starters enumerated by Kocay, Vanstone, and 
Stinson [6] are in fact non-isomorphic. 
2. (STRONG) STARTERS IN Z,, 
Various arguments developed for circulant graphs apply to any circulant 
combinatorial structure [ 1, 5, lo]. We begin by reviewing and developing 
these arguments in the context of (strong) starters. In what follows p and 
q always denote primes, p > q, and S is a (strong) starter in Z,,,. 
Let G = Aut(S) denote the automorphism group of S, or equivalently, of 
the l-factorization cyclically generated from S. Note G acts on {cc } u Z,,. 
Let OIE G, denote ~1: x+x+ 1 (modpq), with c((co) = co. Finally, let P 
denote the p-sylow subgroup of G containing M”. 
Consider the orbits under the p-sylow subgroup P. In general, the size of 
an orbit must be pr, where pr <pq + 1 < p2, since p > q. Thus the orbits are 
precisely the orbits under aq, i.e., {co > and Ai = {x 1 x - i mod q) for 
i = 0, 1, . . . . q - 1. If the p-sylow subgroups have order p then any two 
pq-cycles are conjugate [l, 51. Thus we only need to consider the case 
where P has order at least p*. 
P. P. Palfy [ 111 established that if q does not divide p - 1, then any two 
isomorphic circulant combinatorial structures of order pq must be multi- 
plier equivalent. So we shall restrict our attention to the case where q 
divides p - 1. In this case, P. P. Palfy [lo] established that there exists a 
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permutation group of degree pq which has non-conjugate cyclic subgroups 
of order pq, However, a combinatorial structure having this permutation 
group as a proper subgroup of its automorphism group need not have an 
isomorphic mate which is not multiplier equivalent, mainly because these 
cyclic subgroups will be conjugate in a slightly larger permutation group. 
Our goal then is to construct strong starters S(pq), which have a p-sylow 
subgroup of order p2 and have only the “right” set of permutations in its 
full automorphism group. We do this by first constructing a transversal 
design with the “right” automorphism group. We say that a design with v 
points is cyclic if its automorphism group contains an element of order v 
and this element acts transitively on the point set. 
LEMMA 2.1. For distinct primes p, q, where q ) p - 1, there exists a cyclic 
group divisible design on pq points with group size p and block size q having 
an automorphism group which contains a p-sylow subgroup of order p2. 
Proof. Let the point set be Z, x Z, with the group Gi= Z, x {i} for 
i = 0, 1, . . . . q - 1. Let the blocks be b = {(a + fir’, i) 1 i = 0, 1, . . . . q - 1 > for all 
choices of tx, /I E Z,, where r E Z,, such that rq s 1 (mod p), is fixed. 
Using coding theory (or other means) it is relatively easy to show that 
the above collection of blocks is a cyclic group divisible design on pq points 
having the required p-sylow subgroup as part of its automorphism group 
(note, that each a, /3 E Z,, f: (x, i) + (a + firi + x, i) is an automorphism) 
(see [12], for more details). 
CONSTRUCTION 2.2. Choose rE ZP, rq I 1 mod p. Let S(p) be any 
strong starter having P as a multiplier automorphism. Let S(q) be a strong 
starter in S(q) such that ri + r’s 2 mod p for any [i, j] E S(q). Define, 
S(P, q) = ([(a, O), (b, 011 I [a7 bl E S(P)) 
u { CW’ - I), i), bW- 1 h ~31 I CL .A E S(q) 
for each k = 0, 1, . . . . p - 11. 
This is in effect a GDD construction in which we place a copy of S(q) on 
each block through (0,O) so that the cyclic automorphisms will continue to 
act on the l-factorization generated by this starter. It is clearly a starter 
as the original design was cyclic. To be a strong starter we cannot have 
k(r’- 1) + k(rj- I) -0 mod p for k ~0. But this is equivalent to saying 
that ri + r’$2 mod p for each [i, j] E S(q) which is true by our choice of 
S(q). 
The mapping q: (x, i) -P (xrqPi, i) will give an isomorphic starter (see 
[ 10,121). Note g fixes Z, x (0) and (0) x Z, pointwise. The image 
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g(S(pq)) will be a strong starter as long as r ’ + r-j+ 2 mod p for [i, j] E 
S(q). The mapping g applied to the cyclic group divisible design of 
Lemma 2.1 gives an isomorphic cyclic design which is multiplier equivalent 
to the original. The multiplier is (1, - 1) (mod p, mod q) and the edges in 
(0) x Z, fixed by g must also be fixed by this multiplier. However, 
- 1 mod p is never a multiplier automorphism for a strong starter and thus 
S(pq) and g(S(pq)) are isomorphic but not multiplier equivalent. 
Of course to construct such a pair of strong starters we need to show 
that one can find strong starters S(p) having r as a multiplier 
automorphism, where ry E 1 mod p. This is relatively easy, assuming 
p-lmod2q andpE3mod4. F’ d m ing strong starters S(q) such that for 
[i, j] E S(q) ri + ri f 2 mod p and rMi + r -j f 2 mod p is more complicated. 
But for p E 1 mod q(q - 1 ), and p sufficiently large we can guarantee that 
ri - ri f r” - rj’ for any different pairs [i, j], [i’, j’] E zq (see [3] ). In 
particular for at most one pair [i, j] E Z, we could have ri + rj f 2 mod p. 
But if [i, j] E S(q) we can find any multiplier equivalent to a S(q) which 
does not contain [i, j]. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF (STRONG) STARTERS IN Zpn 
In this section we construct isomorphic (strong) starters in cyclic groups 
of prime power order for all odd primes p, p > 5. The isomorphism will 
in all cases be f(x)= @-‘x2+x (mod p”) (see [Z]). For f to be an 
isomorphism of (strong) starters, i.e., forf(S) to be a (strong) starter, then 
f-i@ must be an automorphism of S, where ~1: x-+x + 1 mod p”. First, 
f-‘(y) = y - p”- ly2 (mod p”) is the inverse map off, hencefis a permuta- 
tion. Next, g(x)=fP1olf(x)=(l-2p”-‘)x+(1-p”-’)(modp”) is an 
automorphism of S(p”) if and only if (p - 2) p”-’ + 1 is a multiplier 
automorphism of S(p”). It is sufficient then for the (strong) starter S 
to have as multiplier automorphisms all m,: x + ax (mod p”), where 
a-lmodp”-‘. This insures that both S and f(S) are starters in ZP”. We 
need to prove that if S is a strong starter then so isf(S), which we will do 
for our particular construction of S(p”). 
LEMMA 3.1. [8, 3, 73. There exists a strong starter in Z,, for all primes 
other than 3 and 5. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.2. Let Z, = {[i, j] ) [ah, c.i,] E S(p)} for some strong 
starter S(p), where a, is a generator of the multiplicative subgroup Zp*. 
The group of units in Z, has order p n- ‘(p - 1) and is cyclic. Let a be a 
generator for this group. Let S(p”-‘) be any (strong) starter and let 
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/I = apP1 (mod p”) be the generator of the cyclic subgroup of all units 
U, u = 1 (mod p). Then define, 
S(p”)=pS(p”-‘)o {[Pka’,pkcr’]I[i,j]~Ip,k=O,l ,..., p”-l-l}, 
where PS(P”~‘)= (CPX, PYIICX, .JJIES(P”-‘)). 
LEMMA 3.3. S@“) constructed above is a (strong) starter. 
Proof: Since S(p”-‘) is a strong starter in Z,,-I then the sum and dif- 
ference of pairs in pS(p” - ’ ) will always be congruent to zero (mod p). 
Hence every difference d = 0 mod p occurs in some pair of pS(p”- ’ ). 
For any difference d= t?/? = r~i (mod p) there exists [i, j] E I, such 
that cli- cli= mk = d (mod p), but pk(c$ - CX~) =d (mod p) for all 
k = 0, 1, . . . . p”- * - 1. Hence Bk(ai- a’) =d (mod p”) for some k. A similar 
argument shows the S(p”) will also be a strong starter assuming S(p’- ‘) 
and S(p) are. Note that any multiplier m,, a = 1 mod p”- 1 will be a multi- 
plier automorphism for S(p”), for any choice of S(p”- ‘) and S(p). 
LEMMA 3.4. f(S(p”)) is a (strong) starter whenever S(p’) is; assuming 
f(x) = p”- ‘x2 +x (mod p”) and S(p”) is constructed as above. 
ProoJ Clearly f(S(p”)) is a starter. If [x, y] ~pS(p”-‘) then 
[f(x), f(y)] - [x, y] (mod p”). Suppose that for some [x, JJ], [x’, y’] E 
S(P”), S(x) +f(y) -fW) +fW) mod P”. Then, 
But. 
f-‘u-c4 +fb))=f-VW) +fb’)) (mod p”). 
Assuming [x y] = [Pkai, /3”&] 5 and [x’, $1 = [Bk’a”, Bk’a”] then this 
implies that 
/?“(ai + aj) - 2p”- 1ai+j~~k’(ai’+aj’)-2pn-lai’+j’ (mod p”). 
Reducing both sides (mod p) implies that 
ai+aiEa”+aj’ mod p. 
Since we assumed that S(p) was a strong starter we must have 
[i, j] = [i’, j’]. In this case pk(ai+ aj) = jk’(ai + a,‘) (mod p”) but a’+ a’$ 
0 mod p, hence we can cancel and p” = /I”’ mod p” and we conclude that 
[x,~] = [x’,y’] and thusf(S(p”)) is in fact a strong starter. 
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THEOREM 3.5. There exist (strong) starters in Z,, which are isomorphic 
but not multiplier equivalent for all primes p > 5, whenever n > 2. 
Proof: By induction, we assume that any multiplier automorphism of 
S(p”- ’ ) is congruent to a multiplier automorphism (mod p) of S(p). Any 
multiplier isomorphism between S(p”) and f(S(p”)) must be congruent to 
a multiplier automorphism (mod p”-‘) of S(pnP I). But, by our construc- 
tion and inductive assumption, such a multiplier will in fact be a multiplier 
automorphism of S(p”). Hence there is no multiplier isomorphism between 
S(P”) andf(S(p”)). 
4. ISOMORPHISM OF STRONG STARTERS OF SMALL ORDER 
If we consider the non-multiplier equivalent strong starters of small 
orders enumerated by Kocay, Stinson, and Vanstone [6], we can con- 
clude, by our previous discussion, that they must all be non-isomorphic 
with the possible exception of those of orders 25 or 27. In these cases we 
consider the p-sylow subgroups for p = 5 and 3, respectively. If the p-sylow 
subgroup has order larger than 25 and 27 respectively then there exists an 
element of order p having fixed points. A simple counting argument shows 
that the number of fixed points is either 5, 3, or 9 in the respective cases. 
Using the fact that the p-sylow subgroup has a non-trivial center we can 
argue that the fixed points correspond to a subgroup and thus that there 
must be a sub strong starter of order 5 or 3 or 9 which is impossible. (A 
sub strong starter is a strong starter defined on a subgroup.) We conclude 
that the order of the p-sylow subgroup for p = 5 or 3 respectively is 25 or 
27 and thus by the Sylow Theorems isomorphic strong starters of these 
orders must also be multiplier equivalent. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The question remains as to whether one can have an isomorphism 
between two starters in Z, where one is a strong starter and the other is 
not. Clearly such a pair cannot be multiplier equivalent so such an example 
would have to be rather large. 
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